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ST. LOUIS COUNTY, Mo.– With more people getting pets during the coronavirus pandemic,

veterinarians across the country have been swamped.

At County Animal Hospital in Manchester, Missouri, most appointments are curbside drop-

offs, which are more time-consuming, and it’s harder to get appointments, employees told

KMOV.

“We’ve been seeing a lot of new clients. It just seems like it never calms down,” said front desk

supervisor Ashley Sands. “It has been extremely crazy, more so than before COVID hit. Since

everybody is home now seems like they’re getting puppies and kittens.”

The hospital says it �elds over a hundred calls a day.

“Oh my gosh, we are slammed, double books,” Dr. Michael Vitucci told KMOV. “We have seven

to eight drop-offs each day, we have four vets working full time.”

The New York Times reported last month that much of the increase in vet care appears to be

for wellness visits and vaccinations. Conversely, human primary care spending at the time was

estimated to have dropped by $15 billion during the pandemic.

“We’re probably seeing 25 percent more new pets than what we would normally. It feels

busier, and we’re seeing increased revenue,” Dr. Margot Vahrenwald, a veterinarian in Denver,

told the Times.

Though there is a monetary bene�t to the uptick, there is also a mental toll.

“Veterinary medicine has the highest suicide rate of all professions. We have compassion

fatigue,” Vitucci told KMOV. “It’s been extremely busy and overwhelming, and we kind of just

have to take it day-by-day.”
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A Rare Economic Bright Spot in the U.S. Health System: The Vet s̓ Office
Usually during an economic downturn, people tend to spend less on health care for pets. This time, the opposite is happening.

By Sarah Kliff

Aug. 10, 2020

The human health care system has struggled financially through the coronavirus pandemic, losing billions from the cancellations of lucrative
elective operations as patients were first told to stay away from hospitals and then were leery of setting foot in one.

The canine and feline health system, though, is booming.

“It’s crazy, in a good way,” said Dr. Margot Vahrenwald, a veterinarian who co-owns Park Hill Veterinary Medical Center in Denver. “We’re
probably seeing 25 percent more new pets than what we would normally. It feels busier, and we’re seeing increased revenue.”

While hospitals were furloughing workers, Dr. Vahrenwald added five employees, and still has job listings for more. Her clinic has had to buy
two phone lines to handle a deluge of calls from pet owners.

“The phone lines were so busy that, if we were occupying them making calls out to clients, we would end up with 60 voice mail messages in a
half-hour,” she said.

Animal hospitals appear to have pulled off something human hospitals have struggled to do: make patients feel comfortable seeking routine
care.

Most veterinarians are now requiring curbside service — owners drop their pet at the door, and wait outside during the appointment —
lessening the risk of catching coronavirus.

Their animal patients tend to be less susceptible to coronavirus, although not completely immune. Some pets have become infected, and last
month the first dog in the United States to test positive for the virus died.

Pet owners have, collectively, decided there is enough value in maintaining the health of their cats and dogs to brave the outside world at least a
little more. Much of the increase in veterinary care seems to be for wellness visits and vaccinations. By contrast, primary care spending for
humans is estimated to have dropped by $15 billion over the course of the pandemic.

The veterinary industry provides something else important that the human health system doesn’t: transparent prices. Veterinarians can
typically provide reliable price estimates, in part because they have standard charges that don’t vary by type of insurance.

Patients may be reluctant to return to the human health system in part because they’ve lost coverage, or have less income, and are worried
about the possibility of a surprise bill.

Demand for veterinary services is typically cyclical: Pet owners spend more on medical care for dogs and cats when the economy is strong and
they have more disposable income.

This economic downturn is different. Volume and revenue are up at animal hospitals and primary care offices. VetSuccess, which tracks
financial data from 2,800 clinics, estimates that revenue last month was up 18 percent over last July.

Trupanion, a pet health insurer, announced in an earnings call this week that its second-quarter revenue was up 28 percent over last year. It has
14 percent more cat and dog members than it did at the start of the year (at a moment when 5.4 million American humans are estimated to have
lost coverage). Some of those newly insured pets have names that fit the moment: Corona, Rona and Covid.

“We were impacted by the 2008 recession,” said Dr. Heather Loenser, senior veterinary officer for the American Animal Hospital Association.
“In March, if you’d asked veterinarians where we thought we’d be in the summer, we would not have thought we’d have this surplus of pets and
revenue.”

Veterinarians attribute the increase in demand to one key factor that makes this recession different from others: It has forced millions more
Americans to work from home.

Some are taking the opportunity to bring home new pets, with some shelters reportedly emptied out thanks to high demand. The national data,
however, is a bit mixed: Shelter Animals Count, which tracks adoption data from nearly 1,500 animal shelters and rescue organizations,
estimates that there have been fewer pet adoptions this year, largely because of fewer strays coming into their care.
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Multiple veterinarians say they are seeing more puppies than normal, to the point they can no longer take on new clients.

“We’re having to limit who we are taking on as new clients because we’ve become overrun with requests,” said Dr. Dirk Yelinek, president of the
California Veterinary Medical Association, who practices at Redondo Shores Veterinary Center. “Initially we tried to offer slots a week or two
weeks out. Now they’re already full.”

Americans who already had pets seem to have become more watchful of their animal companions during the long pandemic days at home
together. Sometimes they notice important changes in the health of their cats and dogs. One emergency veterinarian reported a rise in cases of
urinary obstructions among cats, which may be a sign of feline stress (possibly a result of humans hanging around more than the cat would
like).

Other times veterinarians may see a case of, as Dr. Loenser describes it, “staring at your pet” syndrome: subtle differences that don’t require
medical care but catch the attention of a quarantined pet owner.

“It’s been really surprising, like what the heck? Why are we all so swamped?” said Dr. Monica Mansfield, a veterinarian in Medway, Mass. “In
general, I’m wondering if this might be related to an uptick in anxiety and people wanting to take care of health issues they can control.”

The wave of demand comes even as the work of providing veterinary care is taking longer, straining clinics’ resources. Veterinarians say
curbside visits require more time, as they play phone tag with owners and have to develop new intake processes.

“We found it impossible to keep up with curbside care with our normal time slots,” Dr. Mansfield said. “If it was usually a 15-minute
appointment, we’re now blocking out 30 minutes. That’s one reason our bookings are now bumped out a couple of weeks.”

Some veterinarians say they are also seeing slightly sicker dogs, which may be a result of owners putting off care at the beginning of the
pandemic. A few serious conditions may also be on the rise: BluePearl, which operates 90 pet hospitals across the country, has seen a 70
percent increase in hospitalizations for parvovirus, a potentially deadly ailment that most commonly strikes unvaccinated puppies.

“We think owners earlier in the pandemic maybe didn’t want to go out and see a veterinarian or maybe couldn’t afford to,” said Dr. James Barr,
BluePearl’s chief medical officer. “We think that probably resulted in fewer dogs getting vaccinated.”

Dr. Barr said his hospitals were now seeing volume that was “double digits” higher than normal times.

Veterinarians operating at or over capacity have put a strain on the animal emergency rooms, which typically are open 24 hours and now
appear to be handling the overflow from overwhelmed clinics.

“When I take a call in our emergency room, owners are saying we’re often the third veterinary practice they’ve called trying to get an
appointment,” said Dr. Armelle de Laforcade, an associate professor of clinical sciences at Tufts University’s Cummings School of Veterinary
Medicine.

Dr. de Laforcade practices emergency and critical care medicine at the university’s animal hospitals, which used to be able to see all patients
turning up for appointments. Since the start of the pandemic, the hospitals have sometimes had to go on “diversion,” telling owners that they’re
too full to accept more patients and directing them to clinics nearby.

“Several times a week we’re having to say: Our case load is extremely high and we need to divert for a little while,” Dr. de Laforcade said. “It’s
more common than we would like.”

Like other clinics, Tufts has had to hire new employees just to pick up the phone. It’s part of adjusting to the new normal of operating in a
pandemic and, as a veterinary teaching hospital, training the next generation of veterinarians at the same time.

“We’ve invested in cameras where you can watch operations when you’re not in the room,” Dr. de Laforcade said. “We’ve had to find a way to
creatively deliver clinical education remotely.”

https://www.avma.org/resources-tools/pet-owners/petcare/canine-parvovirus
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R189616 JWW 362 F1 8133.C JUST CATS VETERINARY HOSPITAL1015 EVERGREEN CIR, THE WOODLANDS, TX  77380 2004 2009 COST B 4,146 $1,149,380 $109 $15.00 46478.52 1.07 $697,170

R254665 JWW 362 F1 214H 2151.C SOUTHERN PAWS OF TEXAS PET RESORT9730 FM 1488 RD, MAGNOLIA, TX  77354 2017 2017 COST B 6,200 $1,035,050 $111 $6.00 57860.75 1.33 $347,160

R254665 JWW 362 F1 214H 2151.C SOUTHERN PAWS OF TEXAS PET RESORT9730 FM 1488 RD, MAGNOLIA, TX  77354 2017 2017 COST B 6,200 $1,035,050 $111 $6.00 57860.75 1.33 $347,160

R260333 JWW 362 F1 252X 8161.C VCA WOODLANDS ANIMAL HOSPITAL428 RAYFORD RD, SPRING, TX  77380 2008 2008 COST B 8,368 $1,308,320 $104 $4.36 101015.64 2.32 $440,820

R300395 JWW 362 F1 124W 1150.C ANIMAL HOSPITAL OF MONTGOMERY18450 HIGHWAY 105 W, MONTGOMERY, TX  77356 2008 2008 COST B 6,335 $866,530 $108 $4.74 38333.00 0.88 $181,550

R33734 JWW 362 F1 13-5 4154.C BED BATH & BISCUIT 12628 FM 1097 RD W, WILLIS, TX  77318 2019 2019 COST B 13,840 $1,639,000 $101 $1.80 133293.60 3.06 $240,510

R363659 JWW 362 F1 215T 8132.C ANIMAL HOSPITAL OF THE WOODLANDS12212 W BRANCH CROSSING DR, THE WOODLANDS, TX  77380 2006 2006 COST B 6,044 $1,336,580 $101 $10.00 72353.16 1.66 $723,530

R382118 JWW 362 F1 252Y 8161.C TRUE COMPANION ANIMAL HOSPITAL1144 RAYFORD RD, STE #2, SPRING, TX  77386 2008 2012 COST B 4,960 $820,140 $126 $3.00 65340.00 1.50 $196,020

R463640 JWW 362 F1 7144.C STONERIDGE VETERINARY CLINIC2555 S LOOP 336 RD W, CONROE, TX  77304 2017 2017 COST B 8,388 $1,565,540 $136 $2.86 149140.72 3.42 $427,160

R491740 JWW 362 F1 293B 8166.C COLE VETERINARY HOSPITAL3494 DISCOVERY CREEK BLVD, SPRING, TX  77386 2019 2019 COST B 6,090 $1,256,090 $147 $10.00 35997.98 0.83 $359,980

R49349 JWW 362 F1 296F 5156.C ALL COMMUNITY VET ANIMAL HOSPITAL24021 N US HIGHWAY 59, NEW CANEY, TX  77357 2008 2008 COST B 7,845 $1,040,300 $108 $8.00 24506.86 0.56 $196,060

R78704 JWW 362 F1 213H 2151.C MAGNOLIA VETERINARY HOSPITAL11934 FM 1488, MAGNOLIA, TX  77354 2018 2018 COST B 4,396 $819,880 $139 $5.24 39597.00 0.91 $207,490

R89907 JWW 362 F1 215K 2151.C EMERGENCY PET CARE OF TEXAS7850 FM 1488, MAGNOLIA, TX  77354 2014 2014 COST B 5,805 $997,130 $125 $8.00 33841.76 0.78 $270,730

R182118 JWW 362 F1 216E 2152.C LONE STAR ANIMAL HOSPITAL5740 FM 1488, MAGNOLIA, TX  77354 2006 2006 COST C 3,160 $451,890 $80 $10.00 19998.40 0.46 $200,000

R244041 JWW 362 159N 7153.C IMP ONLY-SCHOMER KENNELS2920 JEFFCOTE RD, CONROE, TX  77303 1974 2004 COST C 3,128 $209,600 $67 #DIV/0! 0.00 0.00 $0

R299629 JWW 362 F1 215L 2151.C FM 1488 ANIMAL CLINIC 7002 FM 1488, MAGNOLIA, TX  77354 2005 2007 COST C 5,248 $554,390 $72 $6.84 25700.40 0.59 $175,680

R299656 JWW 362 F1 155F 1150.C SPRING HILL ANIMAL HOSPITAL15269 HIGHWAY 105 W, MONTGOMERY, TX  77356 2003 2003 COST C 4,779 $745,030 $72 $8.00 50006.88 1.15 $400,060

R40148 JWW 362 F1XV 247R 3152.C ABANDONED ANIMAL RESCUE32632 WRIGHT RD, MAGNOLIA, TX  77355 2017 2017 COST C 13,545 $1,669,060 $94 $2.00 198198.00 4.55 $396,830

R496557 JWW 362 F1 249N 2154.C KASPER & RIGBY VETERINARY ASSOCIATES26231 FM 2978 RD, MAGNOLIA, TX  77354 1984 1984 COST C 3,729 $471,590 $60 $2.30 107723.88 2.47 $247,760

R50361 JWW 362 F1 221V 7155.C JOHNSTOWN VET CLINIC 16854 FM 1485 RD, CONROE, TX  77306 1990 2000 COST C 1,700 $130,960 $71 $1.00 10237.00 0.24 $10,240

R53149 JWW 362 F1 155T 7150.C EQUINE VETERINARY ASSOCIATES14920 FM 2854 RD, MONTGOMERY, TX  77316 2016 2016 COST C 7,314 $934,150 $87 $0.96 313632.00 7.20 $300,560

R55044 JWW 362 F1XV 218P 8131.C EX - MONTGOMERY COUNTY HUMANE SOCIETY8535 HIGHWAY 242, CONROE, TX  77385 2008 2008 COST C 25,097 $2,634,580 $69 $6.00 152460.00 3.50 $914,760

R68514 JWW 362 F1 216G 2152.C KAINER VETERINARY HOSPITAL3800 FM 1488 RD, MAGNOLIA, TX  77354 2005 2005 COST C 4,800 $815,890 $74 $5.15 89341.56 2.05 $460,380

R238127 JWW 362 F1 222W 5153.C BIG THICKET VET CLINIC 18403 FM 1485 RD, NEW CANEY, TX  77357 2007 2007 COST D 4,000 $459,830 $52 $0.93 269941.32 6.20 $250,590

R129222 JWW 362 F1 8170.C BEST FRIENDS VET HOSPITAL26947 N INTERSTATE 45, SPRING, TX  77380 1993 1993 COST D 8,754 $948,350 $49 $20.00 25787.52 0.59 $515,740

PUC 362 Veterinary Clinics 2021 Equity Spreadsheet
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R156026 JWW 362 F1 154D 1158.C LAKE COUNTRY ANIMAL HOSPITAL16495 HIGHWAY 105 W, MONTGOMERY, TX  77356 1992 1993 COST D 2,370 $323,100 $50 $8.00 25526.16 0.59 $204,210

R158724 JWW 362 F1 246A 2160.C SHADY BROOK ANIMAL HOSPITAL29607 NICHOLS SAWMILL RD, MAGNOLIA, TX  77355 2004 2004 COST D 5,800 $439,800 $66 $1.00 54510.98 1.25 $54,510

R226157 JWW 362 F1 158X 7119.C CONROE VET CLINIC 201 PORTER RD, STE #A, CONROE, TX  77301 1995 1995 COST D 5,164 $377,680 $55 $2.00 47523.96 1.09 $95,050

R318265 JWW 362 F1 296M 5163.C SOUTH PAW DOG OBEDIENCE & TRAINING24210 PARKER RD, PORTER, TX  77365 2010 2010 COST D 3,960 $217,970 $54 $1.00 2395.80 0.06 $2,400

R337145 JWW 362 F1 157C 4109.C TENDER PAWS ANIMAL CLINIC4235 N FRAZIER ST, CONROE, TX  77303 2009 2009 COST D 5,160 $647,190 $62 $2.00 163698.48 3.76 $327,390

R370945 JWW 362 F1 221W 7123.C BED, BISCUITS & BEYOND 18365 POSSUM TROT, CONROE, TX  77302 2015 2015 COST D 2,268 $211,690 $88 $0.37 34412.40 0.79 $12,730

R37734 JWW 362 F1 249E 2154.C WOODLANDS DOG SUITES 9015 SHADY LN, MAGNOLIA, TX  77354 2016 2016 COST D 3,961 $495,840 $53 $2.00 142267.00 3.27 $284,530

R406964 JWW 362 F1 213Q 2159.C PAWS TO CLAWS VETERINARY CARE38015 SPUR 149 RD, MAGNOLIA, TX  77354 1996 1996 COST D 8,400 $599,180 $48 $2.00 96964.56 2.23 $193,930

R50394 JWW 362 F1 221Q 5151.C EAST MONTGOMERY CO. ANIMAL HOSPITAL16715 FM 1485 RD, CONROE, TX  77306 2015 2015 COST D 2,496 $233,280 $76 $2.00 21780.00 0.50 $43,560

R67263 JWW 362 F1 157Q 7100.C ANIMAL HOSPITAL OF CONROE1210 N LOOP 336 W, CONROE, TX  77301 1990 1995 COST D 3,862 $358,250 $63 $4.50 25874.64 0.59 $116,430
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R254665 362 SPU2019 2151.C NOTE AMOUNT OF $900,000 2018 7.8 5/21/2018 B 6,200 145.16           $1,125,000 $347,160 $125.46
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MONTGOMERY CENTRAL APPRAISAL DISTRICT 

Veterinary Clinics (PUC 362) CLASSIFICATION GUIDELINES 

Primary Valuation Method: COST 

 

Veterinary Clinics are designed for the medical treatment of animals.  They sometimes have boarding facilities 

on site.  When the boarding facilities are on the same parcel as the veterinary clinic, the boarding area is listed 

as a support area.  Free-standing boarding facilities are listed as retail structure support area (Segment 082). 

 

Class B Veterinary Clinics 

 

Class B veterinary clinics are good quality facilities with extensive interior finish and command superior 

locations.  They are typically “franchise” type properties that are national or regional chains.  They are well 

maintained and have good appeal.  They are investment-grade real estate. 
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Class C Veterinary Clinics 

 

Class C veterinary clinics are average quality construction and usually wood frame with brick masonry veneer 

and wood or cement board siding.  They are typically individually owned.  
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Class D Veterinary Clinics 

 

Class D veterinary clinics are lower construction quality compared to Class B and C.  They are often metallic 

buildings and can also be older masonry and frame structures.  Many large-animal veterinary clinics are Class D 

facilities because they have less partitioning and interior finish compared to small-animal clinics.  They are 

typically located in more rural locations with moderate traffic volume. They are usually locally owned or regional 

chains. 
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Vets see demand soar due to pandemic puppies, more time at home

Caitlin Mullen, Bizwomen contributor 
Feb 26, 2021, 7:45am EST

Loganandgarth

Havanese puppies

Sign up for our free newsletter

 

Busy veterinary practices are unlikely to catch a break this year, with new reports
detailing the client and visit increases vets saw as the pandemic set in are likely to
continue at least through 2021.

With many people spending far more time at home, animal shelters across the country
saw pet adoptions skyrocket in 2020. BluePearl Pet Specialty and Emergency Animal
Hospital, which heard from 39,000 clients and more than 650 veterinary practices,
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confirmed pet ownership has grown and vet visits have increased during the Covid-19
pandemic. 

Veterinarians said they’ve seen more sick and emergency cases during the pandemic,
as well as an increase in new patient appointments. Comparing 2019 to 2020,
BluePearl practices saw 200,000 more patients, 10 times more patients less than one
year old and 660,000 pets for the first time.

See Also

Veterinarians cited safety protocols and increase in patient volume as the top two
pandemic-related challenges. Poor client communication and staff retention have also
been challenges, as the implementation of Covid protocols threw many for a loop, per
BluePearl. 

Covid changes like curbside visits require more time per patient, phone lines have
been tied up and pandemic demand has led some vets to limit new clients. The
American Veterinary Medical Association said average wait time at veterinary
practices almost doubled from 2019 to 2020, USA Today reports.

Additionally, what primary care veterinarians can’t take on has spilled over to
emergency veterinary hospitals, which have seen an “unprecedented” caseload during
the pandemic. And just as it has for humans, veterinary telehealth has exploded
during the pandemic, although it has limitations. 

Home with their pets and more attuned to their habits, pet owners are paying more
attention to their companions’ health and wellness. The top five reasons for seeking
vet care: sickness, chronic issues, emergency or injury, older pet issues and new pet.
About 7 in 10 said they’re more observant of changes in their pets’ health, per
BluePearl. 

Reflecting on the surge in demand, Massachusetts veterinarian Dr. Monica Mansfield
told The New York Times she’s wondered “if this might be related to an uptick in
anxiety and people wanting to take care of health issues they can control.”

Most pet owners are working remotely and expect to continue doing so for some time.
BluePearl found 1 in 5 multi-pet households added another pet during Covid-19, and
18% of pandemic pet adopters plan to take in another pet in the future.

“With many pet owners planning to adopt another pet in the future, the veterinary
community may see steady or increased patient loads and prolonged challenges
throughout 2021,” said Paul J. Pratscher, director of customer experience and insights
at BluePearl, per a news release.  

As of August 2020, 54% of American households had pets, and pet owners spent an
estimated $99 billion on their animals last year. Pet spending is expected to remain
strong; BluePearl discovered only 20% of its clients plan to cut spending on pets. 

Poshmark adds pet supplies category to site▪

Walmart adds insurance, dog walking services to pet care hub▪
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Another recent survey found most pet owners would choose their pets’ health or
wellness (86%) over cost (14%). A report from Packaged Facts revealed 38% of dog
owners bought supplements for their pups in winter 2020, up from 29% in spring 2019.

Caitlin Mullen is a freelance writer based in Charlotte, N.C.
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